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August 1st, 2019
Border Patrol and the Delays in Obtaining Search Warrants is More than Resolved
The borders of the United States have more issues than the headlines of a newspaper or footage
was shown on television news can report. With the massive influx of illegal immigrants
attempting to circumvent legal border crossings, Border Patrol has more than its hands full to
gather intelligence from those they stop and detain.
Who doesn’t carry a Smartphone? It is our lifeblood with so much information stored within that
can assist law enforcement tracking those that arrange passage across the borders. This
information is time-sensitive and is more than necessary in the fight to stop illegals crossing into
the United States.
It is 2019, the 21st Century, with technology, surrounding us we should productively use it. The
judicial system has its protocols and roadblocks for law enforcement to garner valuable timesensitive information expeditiously. The contents of a mobile phone are vital to follow through
with intelligence gathering.
Minutes count and current warrant processing is time-consuming and involves typically traveling
to a judge for a physical signature.
When ofﬁcers use CloudGavel’s Electronic Warrant Solution, warrant processing can happen
up to 90% faster. CloudGavel is the nation’s leading authority and provider of cloud-based
electronic warrants.
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The Ofﬁcer on the scene uses the CloudGavel web app to generate a warrant.
The electronic warrant is securely sent to a judge for review and approval.
Judge reviews and electronically signs the warrant. Ofﬁcer is notiﬁed of approval, prints
and executes the warrant.
With CloudGavel, the average turn around time from warrant submission to approval is 27
minutes. CloudGavel is a cloud-based platform that allows users from any internet-connected
device — from anywhere and at any time — to quickly initiate, document, and submit a statespeciﬁc warrant or subpoena to a duty-judge for rapid review and electronic approval.
For Border Patrol, this is a significant opportunity to join the 125 agencies in 6 states and
counting, with over 10,000 users and hundreds of thousands of executed warrants who have
successfully deployed.
•

Reduces or eliminates travel time

•

Warrants are completed on scene

•

Ofﬁcers can receive warrant approval within minutes instead of hours

•

Secure video conferencing allows for administering oaths for afﬁdavits

•

Judge receives fast, comprehensive warrant request electronically

•

Judicial review can be conducted anywhere at any time on any internet-connected device
and allow a video conference with the requesting ofﬁcer

•

Electronic submissions reduce after-hours disruptions for the on-duty judge

Resolvement means the speed of relevant and precise information shared.
There lies the key, Communicate with us, and let’s discuss your next steps.

WE ARE IN THE NOW & KEEP YOU; IN THE KNOW…
Call: 1-866-297-5155
Email: sales@cloudgavel.com
www.CloudGavel.com
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